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Abstract
Not all errors are created equal. This is especially true for many key machine
learning applications. In the case of classification tasks, the hierarchy of errors
can be summarized under the form of a cost matrix, which assesses the gravity of
confusing each pair of classes. When certain conditions are met, this matrix defines
a metric, which we use in a new and versatile classification layer to model the
disparity of errors. Our method relies on conjointly learning a feature-extracting
network and a set of class representations, or prototypes, which incorporate the
error metric into their relative arrangement. Our approach allows for consistent
improvement of the network’s prediction with regard to the cost matrix. Further-
more, when the induced metric contains insight on the data structure, our approach
improves the overall precision. Experiments on three different tasks and public
datasets—from agricultural time series classification to depth image semantic
segmentation—validate our approach.
1 Introduction
The errors of critical systems such as autonomous navigation can range from benign to dramatic,
e.g. confusing a car with a van vs. a street lamp with a crossing pedestrian. However, most classifica-
tion algorithms do not take into account this error discrepancy. Criticisms of neural networks have
also targeted their tendency to produce improbable yet confident errors, notably when attacked [1].
This is particularly troubling when the confusion concerns classes that are semantically very different,
such as a tiger and a sofa. A step towards more reliable and interpretable algorithms would be to
instill the notion that some class confusions are less acceptable than others.
In the case of a classification task over a setK ofK classes, this hierarchy of errors can be encapsulated
by a matrix D ∈ RK×K+ , defined such that the cost of predicting class k when the true class is l
is D[k, l] ≥ 0, and D[k, k] = 0. Such a matrix can be naturally derived from a tree-shaped class
hierarchy. Among many other options [20], one can define D[k, l] as the length of the shortest
path between the tree nodes corresponding to classes k and l. Such taxonomies of concepts can
be generated by experts in the field of application, or automatically from the class names and the
WordNet graph [24] or word embeddings [23] for example.
A first step towards cost-aware algorithms would be to generalize the use of cost-based metrics. For
example, early iterations of the ImageNet challenge [28, 7] proposed to weigh errors according to
hierarchy-based costs. For a dataset indexed by N , the Average Cost (AC) between a predictions
z ∈ KN and the true labels y ∈ KN is defined as:
AC(z, y) =
1
|N |
∑
n∈N
D[zn, yn] . (1)
Along with evaluation metrics, loss functions should also take the cost matrix into account. While
it is common to focus on retrieving certain classes through weighting schemes, preventing specific
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(a) Cross entropy,
distortion1 = 2.56,
ER= 15.2%, AC = 0.81
(b) Learnt prototypes,
distortion= 1.40,
ER= 14.2%, AC = 0.75
(c) Guided prototypes,
distortion= 0.39,
ER= 12.5%, AC = 0.62
Figure 1: Prototypes and 2-dimensional embeddings learnt on perturbed MNIST by a 3-layer
convolutional net with three different classification modules: (a) cross-entropy, (b) learnt prototypes,
and (c) learnt prototypes guided by a tree-shaped taxonomy (constructed according to the authors’
perceived visual similarity between digits). The guided prototypes (c) are arranged to have low
distortion with respect to the tree-induced metric. This is associated with a decrease in the Average
Cost (AC), as well as Error Rate (ER), indicating that our taxonomy may contain useful information
for learning better visual features. 1 distortion computed with the class representations means.
class confusions is less straightforward. The cross entropy for example singles out the correct class,
but treats all incorrect classes equally.
Beyond reducing the AC, another advantage of incorporating the cost matrix into the learning phase
is that D may contain information about the structure of the data as well. Granted that it is not always
the case, pairs of classes with low error tend to share some structural properties. Encouraging such
classes to have similar representations could lead to more efficient learning, e.g. by pooling common
feature detectors. Such priors on the class structure may be especially crucial when dealing with a
large taxonomy, as noted by Deng et al. [7].
In this paper, we introduce a novel method to integrate the cost of errors into a classification algorithm.
Our approach is a new variation on prototypical networks [32, 8], in which class prototypes are learnt
jointly with the embedding network, in an end-to-end fashion. This allows us to integrate the cost
matrix, interpreted as a finite metric over K, into a regularizing function in order to organize the
prototypes such that their relative distances reflect the cost of misclassifying their respective classes.
We show on three public datasets (CIFAR100 [21], NYUDv2 [25], Sentinel2-Agri [29]) that our
method can easily be combined with state-of-the-art backbone networks to decrease the cost of their
predictions. As illustrated in Figure 1, our approach can also lead to better unweighted precision,
which we attribute to useful priors on the data structure contained in the cost matrix.
2 Related Work
Prototypical Networks: Our approach builds on the growing corpus of work on prototypical
networks. These models are deep learning analogues of nearest centroid classifiers [34], which
associate to each class a representation, or prototype, and classify observations according to the
nearest prototype. These networks have been successfully used for few-shot learning [32, 8], zero-shot
learning [19], and supervized classification [11, 22].
In most approaches, the prototypes are directly defined as the centroid of the learnt representation of
samples of their classes, and updated at each episode [32] or iteration [11]. In the work of Mettes et
al. [22] and Jetley et al. [19], the prototypes are defined prior to learning the embedding function. In
contrast, we propose to view the prototypes as trainable parameters to be learnt simultaneously to the
data embedding function.
Hierarchical Priors: The idea of exploiting the latent taxonomic structure of semantic classes
in order to improve the accuracy of a model has been extensively explored [31], from traditional
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Bayesian modeling [10, Chapter 5] to adaptive deep learning architectures [35, 27, 30, 2]. However,
for these neural networks, the hierarchy is discovered by the network itself in the goal of improving
the accuracy of the model. In our setting, the hierarchy is defined a priori, and serves both to evaluate
the quality of the model and to guide the learning process towards a reduced prediction cost.
Srivastava et al. [33] propose implementing Gaussian priors on the weight of neurons according to a
fixed hierarchy. Redmon et al. [26] implement an inference scheme based on a tree-shaped graphical
model derived from a class taxonomy. Closest to our work, Hou et al. [16] propose a regularization
based on the earth mover distance to penalize errors with high costs.
Finite Metric Embeddings: Our objective of computing class representations with pairwise dis-
tances determined by a cost matrix has links with finding isometric embeddings of the cost matrix
seen as a finite metric. This problem has been extensively studied [18, 3] and is at the center of the
growing interest for hyperbolic geometry [6]. However, our goal is simply to influence the learning
of prototypes with a metric rather than necessarily seeking the best possible isometry.
3 Method
We consider a generic dataset N of N elements x ∈ XN with ground truth classes y ∈ KN . We
assume that the cost matrix D ∈ RK×K+ is symmetric and respects the triangle inequality, i.e. that
(K, D) is a finite metric space. We denote by Ω the embedding space which, when equipped with the
distance function d : Ω× Ω 7→ R+, forms a metric space as well.
3.1 Prototypical Networks
A prototypical network is characterized by an embedding function f : X 7→ Ω, typically a neural
network, and a set pi ∈ ΩK of K prototypes. pi must be chosen such that any sample n of a given
class k has a representation f(xn) which is close to pik and far from other prototypes.
Following the methodology of [32], a prototypical network (f, pi) associates to an observation xn the
following posterior distribution over its class yn:
p(yn = k|xn) = exp (−d (f(xn), pik))∑
l∈K exp (−d (f(xn), pil))
,∀k ∈ K . (2)
We can then define an associated loss with the normalized negative log-likelihood of the true classes:
Ldata(f, pi) = 1
N
∑
n∈N
(
d(f(xn), piyn) + log
(∑
l∈K
exp (−d(f(xn), pil))
))
. (3)
This loss is such that the representation f(xn) is attracted towards the prototype of the class yn, while
it is repelled by the other prototypes. Conversely, prototype pik is drawn towards the representations
f(xn) of samples n of class k and away from the ones of other classes.
In contrast to previous work on prototypical networks which learn prototypes separately or define
them as centroids of representations, we propose to learn the embedding function f and the prototypes
pi simultaneously. This allows us to learn prototypes which take into account both the distribution of
the data and the relationships between classes, as described in the next section. Furthermore, this
removes the need for keeping track of the average representation of each class.
3.2 Metric-Guided Penalization
We propose to incorporate the cost matrix D into a regularization term. Its role is to encourage the
prototypes pi to organize in the embedding space Ω in a manner that is consistent with the finite
metric defined by D.
Distortion-base penalization: As described in [6], the distortion of a mapping k 7→ pik between a
finite metric space (K, D) and a continuous metric space (Ω, d) can be defined as:
disto(pi,D) =
1
K(K − 1)
∑
k,l∈K2, k 6=l
|d(pik, pil)−D[k, l]|
D[k, l]
. (4)
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If the mapping defined by pi has low distortion, the distances d between prototypes will be close to
the cost between their respective classes as defined by D. Consequently, misclassifying a sample xn
of class k with a high-cost error would require f(xn) to be further away from pik than for another
class with a lower cost. This leads us to a straightforward way of incorporating the error qualification
in the prototypes’ representations with the following loss:
Ldisto(pi) = 1
K(K − 1)
∑
k,l∈K2, k 6=l
(
d(pik, pil)−D[k, l]
D[k, l]
)2
. (5)
However, this loss imposes specific distances between prototypes, conflicting with the second term of
Ldata which favors large distances between embeddings and unrelated prototypes. As a consequence,
these two losses can not be simultaneously zero, even asymptotically.
Rank-based penalization: Following the ideas of Mettes et al. [22], we also define a RankNet-
inspired loss [4] which encourages the distances between prototypes to follow the same order as the
costs between their respective classes:
Lrank(pi) = − 1|T |
∑
k,l,m∈T
R¯k,l,m · log(Rk,l,m) + (1− R¯k,l,m) · log(1−Rk,l,m) , (6)
with T = {(k, l,m) ∈ K3 | k 6= l, l 6= m, k 6= m} the set of ordered triplet of K, R¯k,l,m the
hard ranking of the costs between Dk,l and Dk,m, equal to 1 if Dk,l > Dk,m and 0 otherwise, and
Rk,l,m = sigmoid(d(pik, pil) − d(pik, pim)) the soft ranking between d(pik, pil) and d(pik, pim). For
efficiency reasons, we sample at each iteration only a S-sized subset of T .
Hidden prototypes: In cases where the cost matrix D is derived from a tree-shaped class hierarchy,
it is possible to also learn prototypes for the internal nodes of this tree, corresponding to super-classes
of the leaf-level labels. These prototypes do not appear in Ldata, but can be used in the prototype
penalization to instill more structure into the embedding space.
3.3 End-to-end Training
We combine Ldata and a regularization Lmetric chosen as Ldisto or Lrank in a single loss L to jointly
learn the embedding function f and the class prototypes pi:
L(f, pi) = Ldata(f, pi) + λ · Lmetric(pi) , (7)
with λ ∈ R+ an hyper-parameter setting the strength of the regularization.
3.4 Choosing a Metric Space
Prototypical networks operating on Ω = Rd typically use the squared Euclidean norm in the distance
function, motivated by its quality as a Bregman divergence [32]. However, we observe that defining
d with the Euclidean norm yields significantly better results. The non-differentiability can be handled
by composing with a Huber-like [17, 5] function d = H(‖·‖), with H defined as:
H(x) = δ(
√
‖x‖2/δ2 + 1− 1) , (8)
and δ ∈ R+ a (small) hyper-parameter. The resulting metric d is asymptotically equivalent to the
Euclidean norm for large distances, and behaves like the smooth squared Euclidean norm for small
distances. In Section 4.5, we investigate the effect of this change, as well as its parameterization.
3.5 Inference
As with other prototypical networks, we associate to a sample n the class k whose prototype pik is the
closest to the representation f(xn) with respect to d, corresponding to the class of highest probability.
This process can be made efficient for a large number of classes K and a high embedding dimension
m with a KD-tree data structure, which offers a query complexity of O(log(K)) instead of O(K ·m)
for an exhaustive comparison. Hence, our method does not induce longer inference time than the
cross-entropy for example, as the embedding function typically takes up the most time.
4
4 Experiments
4.1 Datasets and Backbones
We evaluate our approach on different public datasets and classification tasks: image classification on
CIFAR100 [21], RGB-D image segmentation on NYUDv2 [25], and image sequence classification
on S2-Agri [29]. We derive the cost matrix for these class sets according to tree-shape taxonomies,
given in the Appendix. As shown in Table 1, these datasets cover different settings in terms of data
characteristics, as well as tree structures.
Illustrative example on MNIST: In Figure 1 and Appendix Figure 3 we illustrate the differences
in performance and in the organization of the embedding space of different approaches. We use a
small 3-layer convolutional net trained on MNIST with random rotations (up to 40 degrees) and affine
transformations (up to 1.3 scaling). For plotting convenience, we set the feature’s dimension to 2.
Image classification on CIFAR100: CIFAR100 is composed of 50 000 training images and 10 000
test images of size 32 × 32, evenly distributed across 100 classes. We use a super-class system
inspired by Krizhevsky et al. [21] and form a 5-level hierarchical nomenclature of size: 2, 4, 8, 20,
and 100 classes. We use ResNet-18 [15] as the backbone network for this dataset.
Semantic segmentation on NYUDv2: NYUDv2 is an RGB-D image segmentation dataset com-
posed of 1 449 pairs of RGB images of indoor scenes and their corresponding depth maps. We use
the standard split of 795 training and 654 testing pairs. In addition to the standard 4 and 40 class
nomenclatures [12], we use the 13 class system defined by Handa et al. [13] to construct a 3-level
hierarchy. We use FuseNet [14] as backbone for this dataset.
Image sequence classification on S2-Agri: S2-Agri is a satellite time series dataset of 189 971
sequences of superspectral images of agricultural parcels. We define a 4-levels hierarchy of size 4,
12, 19, and 44 classes to organize the crop types, described in the appendix. We use the PSE+TAE
architecture [29] as the backbone, and follow their 5-fold cross-validation scheme for training.
Dataset Data Hierarchical TreeVolume (Mb) IR Depth Nodes (leaves) ABF 〈D〉
CIFAR100 200 1 5 134 (100) 3.8 7.0
S2-Agri 28 000 617 4 83 (45) 5.8 6.5
NYUDv2 2 800 93 3 57 (40) 5.0 4.3
Table 1: Data composition and nomenclature of the three studied datasets. IR stands for the Imbalance
Ratio (largest over smallest class count), nodes and leaves denote respectively the total number of
classes and leaf-classes in the tree-shape hierarchy, ABF stands for the Average Branching Factor,
and 〈D〉 stands for the average pairwise distance.
4.2 Evaluated Methods and Hyper-Parameterization
Throughout all experiments, the embedding space Ω is R64 and we define d with the Euclidean norm
(see 4.5 for a discussion on this choice). The same parameter configuration is used for the three
datasets: λ = 1 and 0.5 for distortion-based and rank-based regularization respectively, and S = 10
the number of triplets sampled for each iteration for the latter. We use the same training schedules and
learning rates as the ones used to trained the backbone networks. To address the high class imbalance
of S2-Agri, we weight each terms in Ldata by the inverse of the square root of the classes’ frequency.
We evaluate five variations of our approach to assess the benefit of its different components.
• Metric-Guided Prototypes (guided-proto-x): Learnt prototypes with metric-guided
regularization with x = disto or rank.
• Metric-Guided Prototypes with EMD (guided-proto-disto+EMD): Learnt prototypes
with distortion-based regularization and Earth Mover Distance (EMD) penalty, as described
in the next subsection.
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• Fixed Prototypes (fixed-proto): The prototypes are first learnt with Ldisto, then the
embedding network is trained with Ldata.
• Free Prototypes (free-proto): Learnt prototypes without regularization: λ = 0 in (7).
4.3 Competing methods
All the backbone networks presented in the previous section use the cross-entropy loss for supervision
in the paper in which they are introduced. We denote by XE the performance of this baseline, and
compare the performance of our proposed approaches. We also re-implemented different approaches
related to our ideas.
• Earth Mover Distance regularization (XE+EMD): Hou et al. [16] propose to account for
the relationships between classes with a regularization based on the squared earth mover
distance. We use D as the ground distance matrix between the probabilistic prediction p and
the true class y:
LEMD(p, y) =
K∑
k=1
p2k(D[k, y]− µ) .
This regularizer is added along the cross-entropy with a weight of 0.5 and an offset µ of 3.
• Hierarchical Inference (Hier-Inference): Redmon & Farhadi [26] propose to model
the hierarchical structure between classes into a tree-shaped graphical model. First, the
conditional probability that a sample belongs to a class given its parent class is obtained with
a softmax restricted to the class’ co-hyponyms (i.e. siblings). Then, the posterior probability
of a leaf class is given by the product of the conditional probability of its ancestors. The loss
is defined as the cross-entropy of the resulting probability of the leaf-classes.
• Hyperspherical Prototypes (Hyperspherical-proto): The method proposed by Mettes
et al. [22] is closer to ours. They advocate to first position prototypes on the hypersphere with
the rank-loss Lrank combined with a prototype-separating term. They then use the squared
cosine distance between the image embeddings and prototypes to train the embedding
network. Note that in our re-implementation, we used the finite metric defined by D instead
of Word2Vec [23] embeddings to position prototypes.
• Deep Mean Classifiers (Mean-proto): Guerriero et al. [11] present another prototype-
based approach. Here, the prototypes are the cumulative mean of the embeddings of the
classes’ samples, updated at each iteration. The embedding network is supervised with Ldata
with d defined from the squared Euclidean norm.
4.4 Analysis
Overall Performance: As displayed in Table 2, the benefits provided by our approach can be
appreciated on all datasets. Metric-guided prototype models bring improvements compared to XE
of up to 9%, 7%, and 11% in AC for CIFAR100, NYUDv2, and S2-Agri respectively. In Figure 2,
we observe that our model particularly improves the classification rates of classes with high visual
similarity and comparatively large error costs.
Our models also improve the ER compared to XE by 4%, 4%, and 15% for CIFAR100, NYUDv2,
and S2-Agri respectively. This indicates that the cost matrix derived from the class hierarchy can
indeed help the network to learn better features.The hierarchical inference scheme of [26] performs
on par with our methods for NYUDv2 and S2-AGri, but yields worse performance on CIFAR100.
Prototype Learning: We observe that our unguided learnt prototype approach free-proto per-
forms as well or better than the mean-proto method. This suggest that defining prototypes as the
centroids of their class representations might actually be disadvantageous. As illustrated on Figure 1c,
the positions of the embeddings follow a Voronoi partition [9] with respect to the learnt prototypes
rather than the prototypes being at the centroid of representations. A surprising observation for us is
that free-proto consistently outperforms the cross-entropy XE, both in terms of AC and ER.
Prototype Guiding: The results presented in Table 2 confirm the benefit of jointly learning the
prototypes and the embedding network instead of learning the prototypes first. Indeed, while the
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CIFAR100 NYUDv2 S2-Agri
ER AC ER AC ER AC
guided-proto-rank 23.32 1.056 32.05 1.434 21.25 0.775
guided-proto-disto 23.75 1.055 32.66 1.444 21.21 0.770
guided-proto-disto+EMD 23.61 1.078 32.40 1.480 19.76 0.715
fixed-proto 24.69 1.083 33.84 1.469 21.94 0.817
free-proto 23.81 1.091 32.57 1.467 22.65 0.828
XE [15, 14, 29] 24.23 1.160 33.45 1.503 23.22 0.839
XE+EMD [16] 24.47 1.196 32.44 1.499 20.10 0.732
mean-proto [11] 25.61 1.249 33.49 1.493 22.36 0.803
Hyperspherical-proto [22] 29.44 1.472 49.61 2.329 29.89 0.800
Hier-Inference [26] 26.17 1.214 32.14 1.425 21.25 0.768
Table 2: Error Rate (ER) in % and Average Cost (AC) on three datasets for our proposed methods
(top) and the competing approaches (bottom). The values are computed with the median over 5 runs
for CIFAR100, the average over 5 cross-validation folds for S2-Agri, and a single run for NYUDv2.
fixed-proto method does improve the AC compared to XE, its ER is consistently higher than for
guided methods. This suggests that insights from the data distribution can conversely benefit the
positioning of prototypes.
Metric-based Regularization: Both losses Lrank or Ldisto perform equally well with respect to AC.
Lrank has a slight advantage in terms of ER, which we attribute to its lack of a fixed scale, making it
more compatible with Ldata. Compared to our method, the earth mover distance regularizer XE-EMD
performs worse on CIFAR100 and NYUDv2, but better on S2-Agri. However, combining both
regularization schemes in a learnt prototype model guided-proto-disto-EMD improves the results
even more for this dataset. This suggests that even when our proposed method does not provide the
most improvement on its own, it can be combined with other methods for added improvement.
Computational Efficiency: As predicted in Section 3.5, both training and inference time are
equivalent when using the cross-entropy or guided-proto-disto, which is 2% faster.
4.5 Ablation studies
Choice of distance : In Table 3, we report the performance of the guided-proto-disto model
on all three datasets when replacing the Euclidean norm alternately with the squared Euclidean norm
and two different parametrizations of Huberized Euclidean distance. Across our experiments, the
squared-norm based model yields a worse performance. This is a notable result as it is the distance
commonly used in most prototypical networks [32, 11]. The parameterization of the Huber function
H used to handle the non-differentiability of the Eucliean norm at 0 did not show any notable impact
on either performance metrics or across datasets.
CIFAR100 NYUDv2 S2-Agri
ER AC ER AC ER AC
d = ‖ · ‖ 23.75 1.055 32.66 1.444 21.21 0.770
d = H(‖ · ‖) with δ = 10−1 23.35 1.039 32.29 1.440 21.34 0.775
d = H(‖ · ‖) with δ = 10−3 23.56 1.062 32.50 1.440 21.24 0.782
d = ‖ · ‖2 24.59 1.170 32.54 1.456 22.75 0.839
Table 3: Influence of the choice of the distance function d on the performance of
guided-proto-disto on the three datasets. We compare the performance of the Euclidean norm,
the square Euclidean norm, and the Huberized Euclidean norm with two different parameterizations.
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ER AC ER AC
guided-proto-disto 23.75 1.055 guided-proto-rank 23.17 1.053
λ = 1, hidden proto, λ = 0.5, S = 10, hidden proto
λ = 0.5 23.39 1.061 S = 1000 23.54 1.070
λ = 2 23.69 1.065 S = 100 23.71 1.079
λ = 3 23.90 1.070 λ = 1 23.76 1.066
leaf proto only 23.50 1.066 leaf proto only 23.69 1.076
Table 4: Hyper-parameter robustness assessment of the two variations of guided prototypes on
CIFAR100: disto (left) and rank (right). The top line is our chosen hyper-parameter configuration.
S is the number of triplets sampled at each iteration when using the rank-based regularization Lrank.
Hyper-parameter robustness: As observed in Table 4, our presented models have low sensitivity
with respect to their hyper-parameters. In particular, we note that values for the regularization strength
λ from 0.5 to 3 yield sensibly equivalent performances. Another observation is that the number of
sampled triplets in Lrank has little effect on the performance in terms of AC and ER. Naturally, the
training can be accelerated with smaller values of S, hence why we chose S = 10. We also note
a small but consistent improvement in terms of AC resulting in associating prototypes for classes
corresponding to the internal-nodes of the tree hierarchy as well.
5 Conclusion
We introduced a new prototype-based framework, incorporating a qualification of errors through a
metric-based regularization. We showed that our methods consistently decreased the average cost
of three different backbone networks on different tasks and datasets. Furthermore, under certain
circumstances, our approach reduced the rate of errors as well. A PyTorch implementation of our
framework as well as an illustrative notebook are available at https://github.com/VSainteuf/
metric-guided-prototypes-pytorch.
An unexpected result of our experiments was that, even without regularization, our proposed learnt
prototype method consistently outperformed not only competing unguided prototype-based algo-
rithms, but also the widely-used cross-entropy. We believe that further investigations are warranted to
explore the underlying reasons for this good performance, and whether or not it can be generalized to
other tasks such as regression. Another interesting venue for further research would be to explore
metric-based regularization in non-Euclidean geometries, such as hyperbolic geometry, which is
known to be well-suited for embedding hierarchy of classes.
(a) Porcupine
↔ Shrew
−80%, Da = 4
(b) Caterpillar
↔ Lizard
−64%, Db = 4
(c) Plate
↔ Clock
−40%, Dc = 4
(d) Streetcar
↔ Bus
+58%, Dd = 4
(e) Otter
↔ Seal
+60%, De = 2
(f) Boy
↔Man
+78%, Df = 2
Figure 2: Best (a-c) and worse (d-f) improvements in terms of class confusion provided by
guided-proto-disto compared to XE for CIFAR100, given in %, along with their error cost.
The metric guided regularization particularly helps decreasing the confusions between classes that
are visually similar (e.g. Plate and Clock) but are not direct siblings in the class hierarchy (D = 4).
Conversely, the regularization hinders performance for visually similar siblings classes (e.g. Otter
and Seal, D = 2).
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6 Notebook and illustration
In Figure 3, we represent the embeddings and prototypes generated by variations of our networks
as well as their respective performance. We observe that the fixed prototypes approach performs
significantly worse than our metric-guided method. We observe that the resulting prototypes are more
compact when they are learned independently, which can lead to an increase in misclassification. We
also remark that when the hierarchy contains no useful information, such as the arbitrary order of
digits, the metric-based approach has a worse performance than the free (unguided) method. This is
particularly drastic for the fixed prototype approach.
An illustrated notebook to reproduce this figure can be accessed at the following URL:
https://colab.research.google.com/drive/1tMcx3sp1K04d_qDf4VF0KekQU34fTVbP?
usp=sharing.
To run this notebook locally, you can also download it from our repository:
https://github.com/VSainteuf/metric-guided-prototypes-pytorch.
7 Hierarchies used in Experiments
We present here the hierarchy used in the numerical experiments to derive the cost matrix. We define
the cost between two classes as the length of the shortest path in the proposed tree-shape hierarchy.
The hierarchy of CIFAR100 is presented in Figure 4, NYUDv2 in Figure 5, and S2-Agri in Figure 6.
For S2-Agri, we built the hierarchy by combining the two levels available in the dataset S2 of Garnot
et al. with the fine-grained description of the agricutltural parcel classes on the French Payment
Agency’s website (in French):
https://www1.telepac.agriculture.gouv.fr/telepac/pdf/tas/2017/
Dossier-PAC-2017_notice_cultures-precisions.pdf.
Note that for S2-Agri, following [29] we have removed all classes that had less than 100 samples
among the almost 200 000 parcels to limit the imbalance of the dataset.
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(a) Cross entropy, ER= 15.2%
distovis = 2.56, distoabs = 5.90
ACvis = 0.81, ACabs = 0.65
(b) Learnt prototypes, ER= 14.2%
distovis = 1.40, distoabs = 3.43
ACvis = 0.75, ACabs = 0.50
(c) Guided prototypes, ER= 12.5%
distovis = 0.39
ACvis = 0.62
(d) Fixed prototypes, ER= 21.5%
distovis = 0.17
ACvis = 0.82
(e) Guided prototypes, ER= 26.0%
distoabs = 0.18
ACabs = 0.70
(f) Fixed prototypes, ER= 48.8%
distoabs = 0.00
ACabs = 0.80
0
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Figure 3: Prototypes and 2-dimensional embeddings learnt by a small 3-layer convolutional net,
trained on MNIST with random rotations and random affine transformations, and with six different
classification modules: (a) cross-entropy, (b) learnt prototypes, (c) learnt prototypes guided by a
visual taxonomy, (d) fixed prototypes from a visual taxonomy, (e) learnt prototypes guided by the
numbers’ values, and (f) fixed prototypes from the numbers’ values. ACvis corresponds to the cost
defined by our proposed visual hierarchy, while ACabs is defined after the chain-like structure obtained
when organizing the digits along their numerical values. While embedding the metric with prototypes
prior to learning the representations leads to lower distortion, this translates into worst performance
in terms of AC and ER. Joint learning achieves better performance on both evaluation metrics. We
also remark that when the hierarchy is arbitrary (e-f), metric guiding is detrimental to precision.
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things
living things
non-living things
(a) First level.
living things
animals
mammals
large carnivores bear, leopard, lion, tiger, wolf
large omnivores
and herbivores
camel, cattle, chimpanzee,
elephant, kangaroo
medium-sized
mammals
fox, porcupine, possum,
raccoon, skunk
small mammals hamster, mouse, rabbit,
shrew, squirrel
people baby, boy, girl, man, woman
sea-creatures
aquatic mammals beaver, dolphin,
otter, seal, whale
fish aquarium fish, flatfish,
ray, shark, trout
non-insect
invertebrates
crab, lobster, snail,
spider, worm
reptiles crocodile, dinosaur,
lizard, snake, turtle
insects bee, beetle, butterfly,
caterpillar, cockroach
plants plants
fruit and
vegetables
apples, mushrooms, oranges,
pears, sweet peppers
flowers orchids, poppies, roses,
sunflowers, tulips
trees maple, oak, palm,
pine, willow
(b) Living things branch.
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non-living things
artificial objects
items
household
electrical
devices
clock, computer keyboard,
lamp, telephone,
television
household furniture bed, chair, couch,
table, wardrobe
food containers bottles, bowls, cans,
cups, plates
vehicles
vehicles1 bicycle, bus, motorcycle,
pickup truck, train
vehicles2 lawn-mower, rocket, streetcar,
tank, tractor
large man-made
outdoor scene
large man-made
outdoor scene
bridge, castle, house,
road, skyscraper
large natural
outdoor scene
large natural
outdoor scene
large natural
outdoor scene
cloud, forest, mountain,
plain, sea
(c) Non-living things branch.
Figure 4: Hierarchy of the CIFAR-100 classes.
things
background background background
floor floor floor, floor mat
structure
wall wall, door
window window, blinds, curtain
ceiling ceiling
furniture
furniture cabinet, bookshelf, counter, shelves dresser,
refrigerator, night stand, otherfurniture
bed bed
chair chair
sofa sofa
table table, desk
prop
picture picture
objects pillow, mirror, clothes, paper, towel, shower curtain, box, whiteboard,
person, toilet, sink, lamp, bathtub, bag, otherstructure, otherprop
book book
TV television
Figure 5: Hierarchy of the classes of NYUDv2.
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Agricultural
Parcel
Undefined Undefined Undefined Strip along forest
Meadow grassland grassland Permissible strip, Field border, Buffer strip
Fallow <5yrs, Fallow >6yrs
Area of Ecological Interest,
Mixture of seedling, legumes,
and forage grasses <5yrs,
Permanent grassland
Prairie long rotation >6yrs,
Other temporary grassland <5yrs,
Ray-grass < 5 yrs, Pastoral area
Arable Land
Cereals
Winter durum wheat Winter durum wheat
Spring cereal Spring Oats, Spring barley
Summer cereal Maize silage, Maize
Winter cereal Winter Oats, Tender winter wheat,
Winter barley, Winter rye,
Winter triticale
Sorghum/millet/
moha
Sorghum/millet/moha
Mixed Cereals Mixed Cereals
Fodder legumes
Fodder legumes Alfalfa 2015, Alfalfa 2016,
Alfalfa 2017, Other alfalfa,
Mixture 2015, Mixture 2016,
Mixture 2017 , Clover
Spring cereal Spring Oats, Spring barley
Oleaginous
Winter rapeseed Winter rapeseed
Sunflower Sunflower
Proteaginous
Soy Soy
Proteaginous Mixture
Industrial crops Potatoes Potatoes
Fruits, vegetables,
flowers
Fruits, vegetables,
flowers
Fruits, vegetables,
flowers
Persistent Culture
Wood Wood Wood
Orchards Orchards Orchards
Grapevine Grapevine Wine grapes,
Restructuring vineyard
Other
Unused Unused Unused
Others Woods Wooded area on
former farmland
Figure 6: Hierarchy of the classes of S2-Agri.
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